Power your business with a
Dell Precision workstation that is certified.
What does it mean for a Dell Precision™
workstation to be certified?
To you, it means peace of mind knowing that Dell works
with many ISVs to provide an exceptional, seamless
user experience. To Dell, it means hundreds of engineering
man-hours and rigorous testing that have been poured
into Dell Precision workstations to optimize performance
and reliability with leading industry applications. The result
is a fine-tuned machine running at peak performance that
brings you a level of confidence you trust and value.

“You want hardware that’s been certified. When you’ve
installed 3ds Max on the Dell Precision, you have
the default environment that you know Autodesk has
envisioned.”
		

— Beau Perschall,
VP of Business Development
TurboSquid

It’s a solution to
a problem you may not
even know you have.
Put a certified Dell workstation to work for you.
In order to succeed in an increasingly competitive market, you demand
scalable software, improved workflows and the resulting productivity
gains. If you’ve implemented a consumer-based or office-productivity
product for what is clearly a workstation application, you may not even
realize how much performance you are losing. A certified Dell Precision
workstation can provide the scalability, workflow and productivity that
you need, and more.
How do you know if a certified Dell workstation is what your
business needs?
1. Does your business manage or create complex graphics/designs or
perform data-intensive calculations?
2. D
 oes your business rely on specific, often high-powered, software
to function?
3. Does running this data-intensive software require a high-performance
system — one designed for office, datacenter or mobile environments?
If you answer “yes” to any of the criteria above, your business needs a
certified Dell workstation.

Find out more about certified Dell Precision workstations.
Visit www.dell.com/Precision
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“Certification doesn’t just mean
that we’ve validated a workstation.
It means that not only have we
validated it, but we will do everything
necessary to support you — and what
you’re using the workstation for—
all the way to the end.”
— Diego Esteves,
Dell Certification
System Engineer

